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Campaign Synopsis
For Canadian “snowbird”  travelers looking to escape winter, Taiwan is an excellent and warm 
destination between November and March. Highlights of traveling this time of the year include 
festivals such as a cycling festival, a lantern festival, and many other types of travel experiences.

Pineapple is a tropical fruit, which represents Taiwan’s climate and geographical location. This 
was important for our Canadian target market, where winter is extremely cold and long and 
tropical destinations are in high demand.

To promote Taiwan as a tropical destination with delicious cuisine and rich culture, Taiwan 
Tourism Bureau launched an integrated campaign called Made in Taiwan: Pineapple Cake 
Celebration. The campaign was launched in 2019 and included elements such as:

§ brand collaboration and chef partnerships
§ content creation – 3 videos 
§ consumer sweepstakes
§ an immersive media and trade event



Campaign Synopsis (Cont.)
We collaborated with a popular pastry shop, Butter • 
Mere, in Vancouver, Canada and invited the pastry chef, 
Jamie Tung, to Taiwan to learn the art of pineapple cake 
making with a Master Chef. 
Three one-minute videos were produced from this trip 
and focused on different themes: 

§ The Art of Pineapple Cake
§ Fun Things to Do in Taiwan
§ The Flavor of Taiwan

The videos were featured and delivered through many 
platforms. The videos and footage are also great assets for 
Taiwan Tourism Bureau to use in the future. 

Overall, the videos were easily integrated into social 
media to help introduce Taiwanese activities and food to 
Canadians. 



Objectives
§ To educate Canadian consumers, key trade 

partners, and influential members of Vancouver-
based media about Taiwan

§ To create a platform for Canadian travel advisers, 
tour operators and travel media to engage in 
person with Taiwan Tourism Bureau’s team 
members 

§ To drive a meaningful campaign message by 
increasing brand awareness through multiple 
channels include both offline and online 

§ To increase the Taiwan product portfolio in the 
Canadian market 

§ To communicate Taiwan’s travel and culinary 
offerings to boost general destination knowledge 
about Taiwan

§ To create video assets that promote the lesser-
well-known travel experiences in Taiwan



Target Market
In conducting this campaign, we wanted to ensure our efforts 
reached both the travel industry professionals for B2B and 
targeted consumers for B2C. 

§ Target Market: Western Canada
§ Target Audience: Millennials and Baby Boomers 
§ Key Interests: Culture, food, lifestyle, travel 

These target audiences were successfully reached through the 
campaign. They gained a deeper understanding of Taiwan as an 
exciting, delicious and tropical destination. We also worked 
alongside tour operators to offer discounts as an incentive and 
listed these tours on all our social media channels for the 
duration of the campaign.  



Why Jiu Zhen Nan?

Jiu Zhen Nan Taiwan Pastry (JZN) is a prominent pastry shop in 

Taiwan that was founded in 1890. 

JZN was chosen as a partner because of its prominence in Taiwan, 

experience and deep understanding of Taiwanese pastry industry, 

and its ambition to innovate. The beautifully renovated pastry 

shop also served as the setting for the campaign videos.

Why Butter • Mere?

In an area rich with cultural diversity and top dining experiences, 

Butter • Mere Patisserie is the crème de la crème on top of 

Chinatown’s multilayered cake. 

Jamie Tung, the founder of Butter • Mere, went to the Pacific 

Institute of Culinary Art in Vancouver for baking and pastry. She 

later joined Jackie Kai-Ellis’ “The Paris Tour”, which opened her 

eyes to the world of French pastry. 

Video Campaign Overview 
We collaborated with Butter • Mere Patisserie, a popular pastry shop in Vancouver and Jiu Then 
Nan (JZN), a traditional pastry shop in Taiwan. We invited Jamie Tung, the Vancouver-based 
pastry chef, to Taiwan to learn the art of pineapple cake making with a master chef from JZN. The 
local Taiwan chef also acted as her local guide, introducing Jamie to the other culinary delights 
of Taiwan.
The goal was to create a platform for both chefs to interact with each other and encourage the 
Vancouver-based chef to bring Taiwan’s culture and cuisine back with her.



§ Jamie Tung embarked on her seven-day journey in Taiwan to 
learn the traditional techniques of making pineapple cake 
from a master chef at Jiu Zhen Nan. While there, she also 
experienced Taiwan’s unique culture and cuisine. 

§ In addition to collaborating with Jiu Zhen Nan, the partners 
who helped film include Gen Creative, Ruifeng Night Market, 
Hilai Foods, CookInn Taiwan, Sanxia Qingshui Zushi Temple, 
CheckInn Hotel, Island 148 Bar, MyTaiwanTour, The Can 
Cultural Art and Nature, and China Airlines. Working together 
with these Taiwanese partners brought the spirit of Taiwan to 
life.

§ Jamie’s experience was documented in three short videos 
through her first-person point of view. 

§ The filming team carefully developed every aspect of these 
videos and they can be viewed as a series or individually. 

Video Campaign Overview 



The Art of Pineapple Cake

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7An
ORtrCgk&t=3s

Video Showcase

Fun Things to Do in Taiwan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBjIja

AD5ZM&t=19s

The Flavor of Taiwan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiQw

rxWRuLo

The videos were created around the storyline of chef Jamie and her trip to explore Taiwan. The 
three videos were intentionally created to be viewed either individually or as a series.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7AnORtrCgk&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBjIjaAD5ZM&t=19s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiQwrxWRuLo


Distribution of materials
The three videos were premiered at an immersive and intimate private travel trade event on 
November 21, 2019. Furthermore, the videos were distributed and promoted through other 
programs such as social media channels, email marketing series, sweepstakes campaign, public 
relations program. 



Distribution of materials (Cont.)



Overall, the integrated campaign generated awareness from 
Canada, especially the Vancouver area.
The campaign generated a total of 10,000,000+ impressions 
and a media value of USD$300,000+ from the efforts of 
content creation, activation and a sweepstakes campaign. 
The campaign ROI is 6:1 with campaign budget of USD$50,000.   
The specific campaign result is outlined as follows:  

§ Activation Result 
§ Traditional Media Coverage 
§ Social Media Coverage 

Campaign Results



Thank you! 


